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From simple and natural assumptions, we study the functional asymptotic behavior in law of 
some random multilinear forms in 
andam multilinear forms: 1 tera ted sto eak convergence; 
crty, ~~v~iri~iti~~l of a 
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case of the processe ;L!r$)r & 1 ich satisfy the discretize 
studied in Emery (f and Meyer (1989) (Corollaries 4.1 and 4 
multilinear forms in independent random variables. We also show in this section th 
the method of proof of Theorem 2.2 can be used to find the limit of some iterate 
stochastic integrals of different normalisations of empirical processes (Theorems 4.1 
and 4.2). 
We use the usual notations as in the book of Dellacherie-Meyer (1 
rable semimartingale and 
] the quadratic variation of FM, by (AI+, MS its p 
the stochastic integral i 0 ads. 
e will denote by Dd = !.D([O, 1); 53’ ) the space of right-continuous with 
d side limit functions, endowed with the 1 -Skorokhod topology. 
side limit multiparameter process 
LI will denote the left-continuous with right-han 
ess associated to 
recesses cohver 
in probability) on E-ID” to the be de~~ote 
for each 
Vi(t) = c (dx::)j = c (j$)“* 
14 g e k=l 
ut v cl = 0, v 1 = X snd for each j 2 2, V j the process 
t<Zby 
v(t) = [vj- l, v qt. 
aturally, the asymptotic behavior of the multili 
behavior of the sequence (Vi),,. 
in Jakubowski- 
so that for each k = 1, . . . , d, it,(k) is the number of the compo ent of 1: to which 
k belongs. NOW call, for each n 2 1 and t: E r’ 2, (~“(0; il, . . . , iO(r;)))i,, .., ,i,(v) 2 o the array 
defined for each il , . . . , iolt9) 2 0 by 
and +,&I) the function defined for each ul, . . . , ~.Q(~)E [O, 11 by 
CI/,(v)(u1, ?? ?? ?? , UO(Lg) = c”(u; [l?tll] + 1, * * * $ [Izug(,)] + 1). 
Finally, if I 2 1. denote by 9(Z) the set of all permutations of ( 1, . . . ,I } and, if 7c is an 
element of P(r) and t 2 0: 
~(~l(t)) ==E ((u,, ?? .a ) 24,): t 3 U,(l) > ?? *’ z=- &r(l) >J Q>. 
. 
qi,( v) - 
the 
Let ’ be the set of all simple 
adapted to ~ltratio~~ (3 :)r d 1. The a 
satisfy the property if for every t < 11 
stochastically bounded in probability. 
We now point out an extension of Theorem 2.6 of Jakubowski et al. (1989) and 
Theorem 1.9 of emin and Slominski (1991) (for convergence in robability), which 
fact, can be obtained similarly (see also Kurtz and Protter, 1991, Theorem 2.7). 
Consider an adapted 
two adapted sequences qf processe 
” is Dn-valued ,ji,r sow d 2 1). 
(Zn), satisf~i~~g UT alld 
” are ED-valued, wlwreas 
irrrpl ies 
FirMly, we have: 
ne only needs to refer to 
a ~o~alj~ation procedure. 
(inf(t < 1: K:’ > p)),, O. 
eed, one only needs 
erty of Cat1 
tryaev ( 198‘3, altho 
Now we turn to the proof of the secon rom the e ity 
(Xn, Xn)r = [fzt]/n, valid for each IZ >, 1 and ? < 1, we can deduce the UT property of 
X”, so that 
[xn, X”] - y”D) [X, X-J, 
n -+ 3c 
according to Corollary 2.8 of Jakubowski et al. (1989) (this is a straightforward 
consequence of Theorem 3.1). Write [X”, Xnlt - [nt]/n = [X”, Xn], - t + t _- [nr]/n 
to obtain 
( [xn, xn], __ ~ > Z([X,X]t-t),.p n ta 1 n p+ ix* 
d will hold if we prove that ([X, Xlt t)l G 1 is a n~~~rti~~gal~. 
e shown, as for the first assertion, by using 3) and the fact that for each 
n 2 1, ( [Xn, XnlI - [f2f]/rQ d l is a martin 
rel~ark and the fact that 
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According to Lemma 3. 
+ $ P”(v,,2ik-2(1) > 
* Note that for each n 2 1, 
. I2 v” 
&,(L n) = l/#) - (111, . . . , fdt)(,,)) 
k= 1 
and 
rward consequence of the co 
process (I,,(& IT); fJE r/d, 7EY(U(u))) to (I@, 71); 
(x”),, is a sequence of elements of IEV’ such that ,Y” = (~7, . . . , x:) 
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x ==(st,...,xy) when n -+ ~2-2, then x7 + - + xy converges on ID to x1 + ?? + x, 
(this would not be true in general if we only had convergence of xl to xi for each 
i=l , . . . , r: see Jacod and Shiryaev (1987, p. 293). We only show that for each u E WE 
and n E =Y’(O(v)): 
A multidimensional version can be obtained with the same arguments. 
Let ucz Vd. We can assume, without loss of generality, that the permutation n = Id 
and use simplified notations: 
or f’tz L2( CO, l]‘), let n(f)t be the multilinear form: 
f 
1 
n(f’)r = d V;k(u,)J‘(u 1, . . ..ul) for t < 1. 
.I,(0 k = 1 
ik - ’ )” being tight, according to emma 3.3(i), we can 
N implies P( V,“ik- 2( 1) 
oreovcr, we can find a function 
Then, applying heorem 3.1 in conjunction wit 
times, we obtain 
from which we deduce that M&D) converges in law to M(G). c] 
We can find K > 0 so that for eat 
in Lemma 3.5, we can show that if p, n 2 1, for all E > 0: 
p ( SUPlM(dJJ - Mr(+p)l 2 & = p supI 16 1 > ( t<1 
+ i P(v2ik-2(1) 3 K). 
k-l 
lies that for all S > 0: 
ne only needs to rewrite t 
instead of convergence in law. 
C. I. Applications qf ?kwrmt 2. 
2 ~o~~~tio~s of the structure equation [X, X] = d + fs(X,- )dX,. 
Let f: SR -+ R be a continuous function and for each n 2 1, (J$)~ the se 
random variables satisfying the discretized “structure equation”: 
1 k-l 
(If;? =; +.f ( > c xy j&!. Vk > 1. i= 1 W 
As usual, let X* be the martingale defined for each t < 1 by Xy = CE’rxE. 
(1989) extracted a subsequence (nj)j, SO that (X”l)j converges in law on ID to a martin- 
gale X, solution of the structure equation, carefully studied by Emery (1989): 
[X, X] - Id = 
s 
f(X, )dX,. 
The sequence of processes (X”J)j clearly satisfies ( 
compute Vk explicitly: 
f (Xs - 1dX.w 
c qqV,(Ul, . . . , u(& (X,,k)2Tr(r) -2(duk + X,; dXUA) 
I’E Y d 3tE 9 (O(v)) (At ,(-I) k=l 
In the last two subsecti 
heorem 2.2 can be adapt 
(X”‘, Xl*), is not equal to [ 
ethod used in the pro 
Let us consider, on a pro 
function F, a non-functional lii 
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wherefores the martingale y(r) = &( Y:l - 9:‘) for eat 
equals 
X:I + My(t) if M,“(t) = 
Now, let i: > 0. There exists 
FZ large enough. If 11 > 0, 
/ /r 
1 t x,” -dds. 0 1 -s 
a function @E gr, such that )I a> - t#P 11 L~(rO,Tld) g E for 
(the existence of such iterated stochastic rals can be shown as in 
NOW, g Lenglart’s inequality a su t number of times, takin 
that ( r) = Y” for each n 2 1 and that (sup, S 7 -1 X:1),, is tight, in order to obtain 
lim sup Ii 
1 MO 
~~~~il~~rl~, it could bc shown that 
t is classical that X,, converges in law on ED to 
Convergence i variation (for 
( ), where 9 is the 
(Sketch). First, remark that for each n > 1, the predictable compensator 
XJJ equals, for each f < T: 
Now, let 1: > , there exists a fu 
II large enough. If tj > 0, 
J 
implies, using Len 
lim sup lim sup 
1 -0 fJ-* 1 \r *_ ‘I’ (J+l,,(f) 
imilarly. we could show that 
his can be obtained as for the proof of Theorem 2.2(i) taking into account that (A?), 
erty since X” is increasing and EI[X:] = 12 ~t/~~~ for each yt > 1, 
t<T. 0 
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